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2.4


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 2.4 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 49 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 1.37 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 4.52 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 4.523893421 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 2.4 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 1.37 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 1.37 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 50.38 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 68 meters 223 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 164 meters 538 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 68 to 164 meters 223 to 538 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 0.12 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit
Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.08 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 68 < R < 164 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 1 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 5 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) -4.91 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.03 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0006 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0008 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 2.4 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 12.69 meters
15 8.53 meters
20 6.47 meters
25 5.25 meters
30 4.45 meters
40 3.50 meters
50 2.97 meters


37.40 3.69 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.
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2.4


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 2.4 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 49 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 2.72 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 4.52 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 4.523893421 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 2.4 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 2.72 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 2.72 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 53.34 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 68 meters 223 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 164 meters 538 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 68 to 164 meters 223 to 538 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 0.24 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit
Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.16 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 68 < R < 164 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 2 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 11 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) -1.95 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.06 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0013 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0016 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 2.4 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 12.69 meters
15 8.53 meters
20 6.47 meters
25 5.25 meters
30 4.45 meters
40 3.50 meters
50 2.97 meters


37.40 3.69 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.
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2.4


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 2.4 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 49 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 6.86 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 4.52 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 4.523893421 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 2.4 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 6.86 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 6.86 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 57.36 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 68 meters 223 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 164 meters 538 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 68 to 164 meters 223 to 538 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 0.61 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit
Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.41 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 68 < R < 164 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 6 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 28 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) 2.07 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.16 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0032 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0041 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 2.4 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 12.69 meters
15 8.53 meters
20 6.47 meters
25 5.25 meters
30 4.45 meters
40 3.50 meters
50 2.97 meters


37.40 3.69 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.
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3.7


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 3.7 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 52.3 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 1.37 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 10.75 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 10.75210086 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 3.7 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 1.37 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 1.37 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 53.68 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 163 meters 535 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 390 meters 1280 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 163 to 390 meters 535 to 1280 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 0.05 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit
Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.03 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 163 < R < 390 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 1 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 5 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) -9.14 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.01 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0001 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0003 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 3.7 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 16.49 meters
15 11.12 meters
20 8.48 meters
25 6.93 meters
30 5.93 meters
40 4.74 meters
50 4.12 meters


37.40 4.98 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.
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3.7


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 3.7 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 52.3 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 2.72 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 10.75 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 10.75210086 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 3.7 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 2.72 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 2.72 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 56.64 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 163 meters 535 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 390 meters 1280 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 163 to 390 meters 535 to 1280 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 0.1 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit
Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.07 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 163 < R < 390 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 2 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 11 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) -6.17 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.02 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0002 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0007 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 3.7 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 16.49 meters
15 11.12 meters
20 8.48 meters
25 6.93 meters
30 5.93 meters
40 4.74 meters
50 4.12 meters


37.40 4.98 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.
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3.7


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 3.7 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 52.3 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 6.86 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 10.75 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 10.75210086 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 3.7 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 6.86 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 6.86 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 60.66 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 163 meters 535 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 390 meters 1280 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 163 to 390 meters 535 to 1280 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 0.26 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit
Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.17 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 163 < R < 390 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 6 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 28 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) -2.15 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.06 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0006 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0017 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 3.7 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 16.49 meters
15 11.12 meters
20 8.48 meters
25 6.93 meters
30 5.93 meters
40 4.74 meters
50 4.12 meters


37.40 4.98 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.
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SATELLITE COMMUNICATION ANTENNA 


SUMAN SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY COMPANY 
#17 Lan Dian Chang Road, HaiDian District, Beijing, China 100097 


Tel: +86-10-88455265  Fax: +86-10-88454630  E-mail: sumant@public.bta.net.cn  Website: www.sumante.com 


     
 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS（APERTURE 4.5M） 


 
   


★ R. F 
SPECIFICATIONS 


 


 
★ C-Band 


RECEIVE       TRANSMIT 


 
★ Ku-Band 


RECEIVE       TRANSMIT 


     
    1. Frequency 
 
    2. Gain at Midband  
    3. VSWR 
    4. Beamwidth（-3dB） 
    5. Antenna Noise Temperature    
                    5° Elevation 
                   10° Elevation 
                   20° Elevation 
                   30° Elevation  
    6. Typical G/T at 20° Elevation,  
   Clear Horizon, 4Ghz with 55°K LNA 
    7. Power Handling Capability 
    8. Feed Interface 
    9. Feed Insertion Loss 
   10. Cross Polarization Isolation 
            On Axis 
            Within 1 dB Beamwidth 
   11. Port to Port Isolation （Tx-Rx with 
Filter） 
   12. Axial Ratio（Circular Polarization）
2 Port Tx/Rx 
   13. Sidelobes 
              1st sidelobe 
              100λ/D° ≤ θ ≤ 48° 
               
 
 
 * Provided according to User’s 
requirement 


      
 3.625-4.2GHz       5.850-6.425GHz
*3.4-4.2GHz         5.925-6.725GHz 
    43.6dB              47.3dB 
    1.25:1               1.25:1 
    1.09°                 0.71° 
     
    40 °K 
    29 °K 
    23 °K 
    19 °K 
    24.8dB/ °K 
                
                        5kW 
    CPR-229F          CPR-137G 
    0.15dB             0.17dB 
 
    35dB               35dB 
    30dB               30dB 
    ≥85dB 
 
    
    1.3                 1.09 
    
    


-14dB 
29－25Log θ dBi 


 


      
 12.25 -12.75GHz        14.0-14.5GHz 
 *10.95-12.75GHz 
     53.63dB            54.7dB 
     1.25:1              1.25:1 
     0.35°               0.3° 
     
     71°K 
     55°K 
     47°K 
     45°K 
     32 dB/ °K  
     (11.85Ghz, with 90°K LNA) 
                       2kW 
     WR-75F           WR-75G 
     0.25dB            0.4dB 
 
     35dB             35dB 
     30dB             30dB 
     ≥85dB 
 
 


 
 


 
-14dB 


29－25Log θ dBi 
 


    ★ MECHANICAL SPECIFICATION     ★ ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS 
     
    1. Azimuth Travel                    360° continuous
    2. Azimuth Travel Rate                0.5 °/s 
    3. Elevation Travel                  5°-90° continuous
    4. Elevation Travel Rate               0.5 °/s 
    5. Polarization Travel                 ±90 ° 


6. Materials above the hub       aluminum, steel and 
                               stainless steel 


    7. Finish of Reflectors              white paint 
    8. Finish of Steel parts              hot dipped zinc 


9. Weight (Gross / Net)            921kg/610kg 
   10. Shipping Volume                  6.1m3


       one of 20’ container can including 4 units 


     
    1. Operational Wind Speed               35m/s 
    2. Survival Wind Speed                  55m/s 
    3. Ambient Temperature                -50°- 60°  
    4. Rain（operational and survival）       10cm/h  
    5. Solar Radiation                     1000kcal/hm2 


    6. Relative Humidity                    0%-100% 
    7. Radial Ice                            2.5cm 
    8. Seismic(Survival)              0.3G’s Horizontal 
                                    0.1G’s Vertical        


     


                                                                           
                                                                     Design and specifications subject to change without notice            







Suman 4.5/DVBRCS only Suman 4_5m Ku Licensing.xls
New EIRP Calcs

		Antenna Specification								Site Specific Information				Power Input						Carrier EIRP						EIRP Density (dBW/4kHz)								Radiation Hazard

		Manufacturer		Size (Meters)		Meets FCC 25.209		Antenna Gain (dBi)		Transmit Symbol Rate (TSR ksps)		Elevation in Degrees		Allowed Flange Density (P/4kHz dBW)		Max Pin (W) E38		Tx Power (dBm)		Max EIRP (dBm)		Max EIRP (dBW) E40 E48		EIRP (W)		P/4kHz  (W)		P/4kHz  (dBW) E49		Towards Horizon P/4kHz (dBW) E60		Density  (CCIR)		RadHaz Worksheet

		Suman		4.5		Yes		54.7		316.000		55.30		-14.00		3.15		34.98		89.68		59.68		928169		11749		40.70		-10.00		40.68		1

		Suman		4.5		Yes		54.7		618.000		55.30		-14.00		6.15		37.89		92.59		62.59		1815217		11749		40.70		-10.00		40.68		2

		Suman		4.5		Yes		54.7		4100.000		55.30		-14.00		40.81		46.11		100.81		70.81		12042700		11749		40.70		-10.00		40.68		3

		Suman		4.5		Yes		54.7		5000.000		55.30		-14.00		49.76		46.97		101.67		71.67		14686219		11749		40.70		-10.00		40.68		4

														-14dBW/4kHz on Ku

														for 2 degree compliant

														@200W at Flange

												200.000		23.01		dBW

										Site Specific Information						Power Input						Carrier EIRP		EIRP Density (dBW/4kHz)

										Transmit Symbol Rate (TSR ksps)		Elevation in Degrees		Satellite G/T@Uplink		Max Pin Flange Density (P/4kHz dBW)		Max Pin (W)		Tx Power (dBm)		Max ITU EIRP (dBW)		EIRP0 Density		Pin Density dBW/40kHz		Max Allowed EIRP Density dBW/4kHz		Density  (CCIR)

										400.000		37.40		-3.1		0		0.00		0.00		0.00		0		0		0		0.00

												100.00		20.00		dBW

																amp pwr		SPS/4000						dB of ratio														List Tables FCC												List Tables ITU-Eutelsat						FCC Emission Designation Tables

														symbol rate		flange in W		mult of 4kHz				P in W/4kHz		Allowed Flange Density														Yes				AVL				0.6				Isolation		EIRP0 Density				A		0		A

														316000		100		79				1.2658227848		1.0237290871														No				Channel Master				0.75				25		34				B		1		B

														618000		100		154.5				0.6472491909		-1.8892848376																		EASI				0.96				26		34.6				C		2		C

														4100000		100		1025				0.0975609756		-10.1072386539																		GD Satcom				0.98				27		35.2				D		3		D

														5000000		100		1250				0.08		-10.9691001301																		Patriot				1				28		35.8				F		7		E

																																MAX EIRP

																flange dBW						P in 
dBW/4kHz		flange density		Allowed dBW		Max Flange power (P in)				w/54.7dB gain dBW										Raven				1.2				29		36.4				G		8		F

														316000		20.00		79		18.98		1.02		-15.02		4.98		3.14505		Watts		59.676										Suman				1.4				30		37				H		9		N

														618000		20.00		154.5		21.89		-1.89		-12.11		7.89		6.15076		Watts		62.589										TracStar				1.5				31		37.4				J		X</TD		W

														4100000		20.00		1025		30.11		-10.11		-3.89		16.11		40.80598		Watts		70.807										Viking				1.6				32		37.8				K				X

														5000000		20.00		1250		30.97		-10.97		-3.03		16.97		49.76340		Watts		71.669										ViaSat				1.7				33		38.2				L

																																										Prodelin				1.8				34		38.6				M

																																														2.4				< 35		39				P

																																														3				>= 35		41				Q

																																														3.7										R

																																														4.5										V

																																														6										W

																																														6.1										X
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RADHAZ 1 Worksheet

		RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION

		For

				Suman				4.5

		1		Overview

				Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.

				The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and uncontrolled environments as follows:

														Exposure Limit

				Environment										Power		Duration

				Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):										5 mW/cm2		6 Minutes

				Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):										1 mW/cm2		30 Minutes

		2.1		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data

				1A		Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola		4.5		meters

				1B		Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector				meters

				1B1		Major Axis Diameter				meters

				1B2		Minor Axis Diameter				meters

				2		G = Antenna Isotropic Gain		54.7		dBi

				3		h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency		68		Percent

				4		Nominal Frequency		14.25		GHz

				5		Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size		3.15		Watts

				6		Number of Carriers		1		each		0

				7		W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed		0		dB		0

				8		Multicarrier Fixed Backoff		0		dB		0

				9		Desired Object Clearance Height		2		meters

		2.2		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data

				10		A = Antenna Surface Area		15.90		sq meters

				10A		Standard Parabolic Reflector		15.9043128088		sq meters

				10B		Elliptical Reflector		0.00		sq meters

				11		D = Effective Antenna Diameter		4.5		meters

				12		Total Transmit Power		3.15		Watts

				13		P = Total Feed Input Power (watts)		3.15		Watts

				14		E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated		59.68		dBW

				15		l = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz)		0.0210		m/GHz

				16		p = Pi		3.14159

				17		Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ)		241		meters		791		feet

				18		Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ )		578		meters		1896		feet

				19		Rnf to Rff = Transition Region		241 to 578		meters		791 to 1896		feet

		3		Power Density at the Antenna Surface

				The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when access to the reflector surface is required.

				The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:

						PDREFL = 4P/A =								0.08		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						A = Total area of reflector, sq cm

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		4		On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region

				The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to

				a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the

				Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety

				measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region.

				The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:

						16*P*h/π*D2 =								0.05		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						h = Nominal antenna efficiency

						D = Effective antenna diameter, meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		5		On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region

				The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the transition as expressed below:

				The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:

						PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R

				Where:		PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2

						Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters

						R = Distance to point of interest

				For:		241 < R < 578 meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								2		meters

						Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								12		meters

		6		On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region

				The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The calculation is performed below:

				The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:

						E-10log(4pR2)								-6.55		dBW/m2

						antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10								0.02		mW/cm2

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		7		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond

				In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)

						for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees

						(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)

				For example: At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi =								1585		numeric

						PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G								0.0001		mW/cm²

				Evaluation:

				Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the power density levels.

		8		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions

				According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may be calculated as follows:

						PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 =								0.0005		mW/cm²

		9		Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector

				Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.

		10		Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna

				The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula:

						L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)

				Where:		a = minimum elevation angle of antenna

						D = Dish diameter in meters

						h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters

				For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels

				For:		D =		4.5		meters

						h=		2		meters

				Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):

						a - Elevation Angle (degrees)		L - Safe Distance

						10		18.83		meters

						15		12.72		meters

						20		9.72		meters

						25		7.97		meters

						30		6.83		meters

						40		5.51		meters

						50		4.83		meters

						55.30		4.61		meters		Site Specific

		11		Mitigation Analysis

				Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.
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RADHAZ  2 Worksheet 

		RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION

		For

				Suman				4.5

		1		Overview

				Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.

				The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and uncontrolled environments as follows:

														Exposure Limit

				Environment										Power		Duration

				Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):										5 mW/cm2		6 Minutes

				Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):										1 mW/cm2		30 Minutes

		2.1		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data

				1A		Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola		4.5		meters

				1B		Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector				meters

				1B1		Major Axis Diameter				meters

				1B2		Minor Axis Diameter				meters

				2		G = Antenna Isotropic Gain		54.7		dBi

				3		h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency		68		Percent

				4		Nominal Frequency		14.25		GHz

				5		Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size		6.15		Watts

				6		Number of Carriers		1		each		0

				7		W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed		0		dB		0

				8		Multicarrier Fixed Backoff		0		dB		0

				9		Desired Object Clearance Height		2		meters

		2.2		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data

				10		A = Antenna Surface Area		15.90		sq meters

				10A		Standard Parabolic Reflector		15.9043128088		sq meters

				10B		Elliptical Reflector		0.00		sq meters

				11		D = Effective Antenna Diameter		4.5		meters

				12		Total Transmit Power		6.15		Watts

				13		P = Total Feed Input Power (watts)		6.15		Watts

				14		E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated		62.59		dBW

				15		l = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz)		0.0210		m/GHz

				16		p = Pi		3.14159

				17		Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ)		241		meters		791		feet

				18		Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ )		578		meters		1896		feet

				19		Rnf to Rff = Transition Region		241 to 578		meters		791 to 1896		feet

		3		Power Density at the Antenna Surface

				The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when access to the reflector surface is required.

				The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:

						PDREFL = 4P/A =								0.15		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						A = Total area of reflector, sq cm

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		4		On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region

				The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to

				a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the

				Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety

				measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region.

				The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:

						16*P*h/π*D2 =								0.11		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						h = Nominal antenna efficiency

						D = Effective antenna diameter, meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		5		On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region

				The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the transition as expressed below:

				The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:

						PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R

				Where:		PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2

						Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters

						R = Distance to point of interest

				For:		241 < R < 578 meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								5		meters

						Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								27		meters

		6		On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region

				The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The calculation is performed below:

				The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:

						E-10log(4pR2)								-3.64		dBW/m2

						antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10								0.04		mW/cm2

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		7		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond

				In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)

						for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees

						(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)

				For example: At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi =								1585		numeric

						PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G								0.0002		mW/cm²

				Evaluation:

				Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the power density levels.

		8		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions

				According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may be calculated as follows:

						PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 =								0.0011		mW/cm²

		9		Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector

				Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.

		10		Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna

				The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula:

						L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)

				Where:		a = minimum elevation angle of antenna

						D = Dish diameter in meters

						h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters

				For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels

				For:		D =		4.5		meters

						h=		2		meters

				Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):

						a - Elevation Angle (degrees)		L - Safe Distance

						10		18.83		meters

						15		12.72		meters

						20		9.72		meters

						25		7.97		meters

						30		6.83		meters

						40		5.51		meters

						50		4.83		meters

						55.30		4.61		meters		Site Specific

		11		Mitigation Analysis

				Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.
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RADHAZ 3 Worksheet 

		RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION

		For

				Suman				4.5

		1		Overview

				Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.

				The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and uncontrolled environments as follows:

														Exposure Limit

				Environment										Power		Duration

				Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):										5 mW/cm2		6 Minutes

				Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):										1 mW/cm2		30 Minutes

		2.1		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data

				1A		Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola		4.5		meters

				1B		Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector				meters

				1B1		Major Axis Diameter				meters

				1B2		Minor Axis Diameter				meters

				2		G = Antenna Isotropic Gain		54.7		dBi

				3		h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency		68		Percent

				4		Nominal Frequency		14.25		GHz

				5		Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size		40.81		Watts

				6		Number of Carriers		1		each		0

				7		W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed		0		dB		0

				8		Multicarrier Fixed Backoff		0		dB		0

				9		Desired Object Clearance Height		2		meters

		2.2		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data

				10		A = Antenna Surface Area		15.90		sq meters

				10A		Standard Parabolic Reflector		15.9043128088		sq meters

				10B		Elliptical Reflector		0.00		sq meters

				11		D = Effective Antenna Diameter		4.5		meters

				12		Total Transmit Power		40.81		Watts

				13		P = Total Feed Input Power (watts)		40.81		Watts

				14		E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated		70.81		dBW

				15		l = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz)		0.0210		m/GHz

				16		p = Pi		3.14159

				17		Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ)		241		meters		791		feet

				18		Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ )		578		meters		1896		feet

				19		Rnf to Rff = Transition Region		241 to 578		meters		791 to 1896		feet

		3		Power Density at the Antenna Surface

				The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when access to the reflector surface is required.

				The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:

						PDREFL = 4P/A =								1.03		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						A = Total area of reflector, sq cm

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								Mitigation Required

		4		On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region

				The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to

				a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the

				Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety

				measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region.

				The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:

						16*P*h/π*D2 =								0.7		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						h = Nominal antenna efficiency

						D = Effective antenna diameter, meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		5		On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region

				The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the transition as expressed below:

				The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:

						PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R

				Where:		PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2

						Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters

						R = Distance to point of interest

				For:		241 < R < 578 meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								34		meters

						Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								169		meters

		6		On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region

				The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The calculation is performed below:

				The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:

						E-10log(4pR2)								4.58		dBW/m2

						antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10								0.29		mW/cm2

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		7		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond

				In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)

						for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees

						(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)

				For example: At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi =								1585		numeric

						PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G								0.0015		mW/cm²

				Evaluation:

				Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the power density levels.

		8		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions

				According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may be calculated as follows:

						PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 =								0.007		mW/cm²

		9		Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector

				Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.

		10		Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna

				The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula:

						L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)

				Where:		a = minimum elevation angle of antenna

						D = Dish diameter in meters

						h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters

				For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels

				For:		D =		4.5		meters

						h=		2		meters

				Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):

						a - Elevation Angle (degrees)		L - Safe Distance

						10		18.83		meters

						15		12.72		meters

						20		9.72		meters

						25		7.97		meters

						30		6.83		meters

						40		5.51		meters

						50		4.83		meters

						55.30		4.61		meters		Site Specific

		11		Mitigation Analysis

				Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.
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RADHAZ 4 Worksheet 

		RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION

		For

				Suman				4.5

		1		Overview

				Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.

				The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and uncontrolled environments as follows:

														Exposure Limit

				Environment										Power		Duration

				Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):										5 mW/cm2		6 Minutes

				Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):										1 mW/cm2		30 Minutes

		2.1		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data

				1A		Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola		4.5		meters

				1B		Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector				meters

				1B1		Major Axis Diameter				meters

				1B2		Minor Axis Diameter				meters

				2		G = Antenna Isotropic Gain		54.7		dBi

				3		h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency		68		Percent

				4		Nominal Frequency		14.25		GHz

				5		Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size		49.76		Watts

				6		Number of Carriers		1		each		0

				7		W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed		0		dB		0

				8		Multicarrier Fixed Backoff		0		dB		0

				9		Desired Object Clearance Height		2		meters

		2.2		Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data

				10		A = Antenna Surface Area		15.90		sq meters

				10A		Standard Parabolic Reflector		15.9043128088		sq meters

				10B		Elliptical Reflector		0.00		sq meters

				11		D = Effective Antenna Diameter		4.5		meters

				12		Total Transmit Power		49.76		Watts

				13		P = Total Feed Input Power (watts)		49.76		Watts

				14		E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated		71.67		dBW

				15		l = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz)		0.0210		m/GHz

				16		p = Pi		3.14159

				17		Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ)		241		meters		791		feet

				18		Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ )		578		meters		1896		feet

				19		Rnf to Rff = Transition Region		241 to 578		meters		791 to 1896		feet

		3		Power Density at the Antenna Surface

				The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when access to the reflector surface is required.

				The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:

						PDREFL = 4P/A =								1.25		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						A = Total area of reflector, sq cm

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								Mitigation Required

		4		On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region

				The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to

				a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the

				Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety

				measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region.

				The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:

						16*P*h/π*D2 =								0.85		mW/cm2

				Where:		P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts

						h = Nominal antenna efficiency

						D = Effective antenna diameter, meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		5		On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region

				The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the transition as expressed below:

				The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:

						PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R

				Where:		PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2

						Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters

						R = Distance to point of interest

				For:		241 < R < 578 meters

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								41		meters

						Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters:								205		meters

		6		On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region

				The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The calculation is performed below:

				The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:

						E-10log(4pR2)								5.44		dBW/m2

						antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10								0.35		mW/cm2

				Evaluation:

						Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes):								SAFE

						Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):								SAFE

		7		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond

				In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)

						for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees

						(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)

				For example: At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:

						Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi =								1585		numeric

						PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G								0.0019		mW/cm²

				Evaluation:

				Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the power density levels.

		8		Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions

				According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may be calculated as follows:

						PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 =								0.0085		mW/cm²

		9		Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector

				Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.

		10		Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna

				The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula:

						L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)

				Where:		a = minimum elevation angle of antenna

						D = Dish diameter in meters

						h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters

				For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels

				For:		D =		4.5		meters

						h=		2		meters

				Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):

						a - Elevation Angle (degrees)		L - Safe Distance

						10		18.83		meters

						15		12.72		meters

						20		9.72		meters

						25		7.97		meters

						30		6.83		meters

						40		5.51		meters

						50		4.83		meters

						55.30		4.61		meters		Site Specific

		11		Mitigation Analysis

				Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.
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4.5


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 4.5 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 54.7 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 40.81 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 15.90 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 15.90431281 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 4.5 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 40.81 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 40.81 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 70.81 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 241 meters 791 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 578 meters 1896 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 241 to 578 meters 791 to 1896 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 1.03 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.7 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 241 < R < 578 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 34 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 169 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) 4.58 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.29 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


Mitigation Required







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0015 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.007 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 4.5 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 18.83 meters
15 12.72 meters
20 9.72 meters
25 7.97 meters
30 6.83 meters
40 5.51 meters
50 4.83 meters


55.30 4.61 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
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4.5


1 Overview
 


Power Duration
5 mW/cm2 6 Minutes


1 mW/cm2 30 Minutes


2.1 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Input Data


1A Antenna Diameter - Standard Parabola 4.5 meters
1B Antenna Diameter - Elliptical Reflector meters


1B1 Major Axis Diameter meters
1B2 Minor Axis Diameter meters


2 G = Antenna Isotropic Gain 54.7 dBi
3 h = Nominal Antenna Efficiency 68 Percent
4 Nominal Frequency 14.25 GHz
5 Maximum Transmit Power Amplifier Size 49.76 Watts
6 Number of Carriers 1 each
7 W/G Loss from Transmitter to Feed 0 dB
8 Multicarrier Fixed Backoff 0 dB
9 Desired Object Clearance Height 2 meters


2.2 Earth Station Technical Parameters - Calculated Data
10 A = Antenna Surface Area 15.90 sq meters


10A Standard Parabolic Reflector 15.90431281 sq meters
10B Elliptical Reflector 0.00 sq meters


11 D = Effective Antenna Diameter 4.5 meters
12 Total Transmit Power 49.76 Watts
13 P = Total Feed Input Power (watts) 49.76 Watts
14 E = Maximum E/S EIRP - Calculated 71.67 dBW
15  = Wavelength (= c/f in m/GHz) 0.0210 m/GHz
16 p = Pi 3.14159


17 Rnf = Near Field Limit (D2/4λ) 241 meters 791 feet
18 Rff = Far Field Limit (Rff=0.6D2/λ ) 578 meters 1896 feet
19 Rnf to Rff = Transition Region 241 to 578 meters 791 to 1896 feet


3 Power Density at the Antenna Surface


The power density at the antenna reflector surface can be calculated by the expression:
PDREFL = 4P/A = 1.25 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
A = Total area of reflector, sq cm 


Evaluation:


Environment
Controlled - (applicable to system operators and technicians in the service area of the antenna):


Uncontrolled - (applicable to general public in proximity of the antenna):


The power density at the reflector surface is expected to exceed the safe limits. The reflector is not accessible to the 
public and will not present a hazard. Terminal operators and technicians receive training identifying the area as 
presenting high exposure levels. Procedures are incorporated requiring that transmitters are not operating when 
access to the reflector surface is required.


RADIATION HAZARD EVALUATION
For


Suman


Determining the region around an antenna where radiation hazardous to human health is a consideration of many 
factors. With a parabolic dish antenna, the region is highly directional and the actual hazardous region is dependent 
on the antenna elevation angle. The following formulae are used to determine the near and far field regions. These 
regions are in the main beam of the radiation pattern, which we will assume consists of a conical angle extending +/- 
3 degrees from the center axis of the antenna.


The analysis contained herein predicts the radiation levels around the proposed antenna. The calculations contained 
in this report are in accordance with FCC guidelines as contained in CFR 47 Part 1.1310 and OET Bulletin 65. The 
maximum level of non-ionizing radiation to which the general public is exposed is defined for controlled and 
uncontrolled environments as follows:


Exposure Limit







 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


4 On-Axis Power Density in the Near Field Region
The Radiating Near Field Region for a parabolic, circular reflector, is defined as extending from the reflector to
a distance equal to the diameter squared divided by twice the wavelength. This distance is referred to as the
Rayleigh distance. In this region the power is nearly all contained within a cylinder of radius 0.5D. As a safety
measure the highest possible power density is applied to the whole of this region. 


The power density in the Near Field Region of the antenna can be calculated by the expression:
16*P*h/π*D2 = 0.85 mW/cm2


Where: P = Total power at the feed, milliwatts
h = Nominal antenna efficiency
D = Effective antenna diameter, meters


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


5 On-Axis Power Density in the Transition Region


The power density in the On-Axis Transition Region can be calculated by the expression:
PDt=(PDnf)(Rnf)/R


Where:
Rnf = Near Field maximum distance, meters 
R = Distance to point of interest 


For: 241 < R < 578 meters


Evaluation:
 Controlled Environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 41 meters
 Uncontrolled environment Safe Operating Distance, meters: 205 meters


6 On-Axis Power Density in the Far Field Region


 E-10log(4pR2) 5.44 dBW/m2


antilog((E-10log(4pR2)/10)/10 0.35 mW/cm2


Evaluation:


 Controlled Environment (less than 5 mW/cm2 in 6 minutes): 


 Uncontrolled environment (less than 1 mW/cm2 in 30 minutes):


7 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Far Field Limit and Beyond


Goff = 32 - 25log(θ)


SAFE


SAFE


In the far field region, the power is distributed in a pattern of sidelobes as a function of the off-axis angle between the 
antenna center line and the point of interest. Off-axis power density in the far field can be estimated using the antenna 
radiation patterns prescribed for the antenna in use. Usually this will correspond to the antenna gain pattern envelope 
defined by the FCC or the ITU, which takes the form of:


for θ from 1 to 48 degrees; -10 dBi from 48 to 180 degrees


SAFE


SAFE


The transition region is located between the Near Field and Far Field regions. The power density begins to vary 
inversely with distance from the antenna in the transition region. The maximum power density in this region will not 
exceed the power density calculated for the Near Field region. Once again the power density figures are for the On-
Axis and contained with a cylinder extending within +/- 1 degree of beam center. Where the antennas are normally 
operated at an elevation angle typically greater than 10°, the actual safe distance in front of the antenna may be found 
in paragraph 10. The formula for the calculation is used to evaluate the power density at any given distance in the 
transition as expressed below:


PDnf = The Near Field power density, mW/cm2


The On-Axis power density in the far field region (PDff) varies inversely with the square of the distance. The 
calculation is performed below:


The Power Density at the start of the Far Field region can be calculated by the expression:


SAFE


Mitigation Required







For example:  At one (1) degree off axis At the far-field limit, we can calculate the power density as:


Goff = 32 - 25log(1) = 32 - 0 dBi = 1585 numeric
PD1 deg off-axis = PDffx 1585/G 0.0019 mW/cm²


Evaluation:
 


8 Off-Axis Power Density Levels at the Near Field and Transitional Regions


PDnf(off-axis) = PDnf/100 = 0.0085 mW/cm²


9 Region Between the Feed Horn and Reflector/Sub-Reflector   


10 Evaluation of Safe Occupancy Area in Front of the Antenna


L = (D/sin a) + (2h - D - 2)/(2 tan a)
Where: a = minimum elevation angle of antenna


D = Dish diameter in meters
h = Maximum height of object to be cleared, meters


For: D = 4.5 meters
h= 2 meters


Safe distance for the following elevation angles (a):
a - Elevation Angle (degrees)


10 18.83 meters
15 12.72 meters
20 9.72 meters
25 7.97 meters
30 6.83 meters
40 5.51 meters
50 4.83 meters


55.30 4.61 meters Site Specific


11 Mitigation Analysis


The distance (L) from a vertical axis passing through the dish center to a safe off-axis point in front of the antenna 
can be determined based on the dish diameter. Assuming a flat terrain and a point on the horizontal plane with the 
center point of the antenna, the relationship is determined by the following formula: 


For distances equal to or greater than determined by the equation above, the radiation hazard will be below safe levels 


L - Safe Distance 


Mitigation of accessibility to hazardous regions may take several forms depending on the antenna application and 
location. In instances such as mobile applications, the antenna may be located such that the hazardous region is not 
accessible during operation. An example may be in a mobile configuration where the antenna is located on top of a 
vehicle during operation. In other fixed installation instances the hazardous area may be fenced off to prevent access. 
In areas where only operators and technicians have access, training in safeguards and proper markings of hazardous 
areas may be sufficient. This analysis tool is designed to identify the hazardous exposure regions around an operating 
antenna system in accordance with the defined power density limits in CFR 47, part 1.1310 and OET bulletin 65.  


Considering that satellite antenna beams are aimed skyward, power density in the far field will usually not be a 
problem except at low look angles. In these cases, off axis gain reduction techniques may be used to further reduce the 
power density levels.


According to Bulletin 65, off-axis calculations in the near field may be performed as follows: assuming that the point 
of interest is at least one antenna diameter removed from the center of the main beam, the power density at that point 
is at least a factor of 100 (20 dB) less than the value calculated for the near field main beam power density. This may 
be calculated as follows:


 


Transmissions from the feed horn are directed toward the main reflector or the sub-reflector depending on the type of 
antenna (prime focus, Gregorian or Cassegrain). The transmission is confined within a conical shape defined by the 
feed horn. The energy between the feedhorn and the reflector/sub-reflector is assumed to be in excess of any limit for 
permissible exposure. This region is not accessible to the general public, and operators and technicians should be 
suitable trained and procedures in place to preclude access to this region during active transmission.


(Applicable for commonly used satellite transmit antennas)
 






